Babies and toddlers who loved the real ladybugs in Ten Little Ladybugs will adore the nine sparkly, three-dimensional butterflies in Good Night, Sweet Butterflies. Each glitter-covered butterfly flits through a color-themed spread which offers a place for the little winged one to sleep: on red roses as a red robin sings good night, is the text accompanying a psychedelic, color-saturated image of birds, flowers, and various insects. The meter of the rhyming text is a bit off, which makes it hard to read the book rhythmically, but little ones are likely to be so enthralled with the illustrations that it won’t matter. The thick, kid-friendly pages are easy to turn and hard to tear; the butterflies are securely mounted, but not impossible to remove, so it might be a good idea to keep this one for reading together. (Ages 2 to 6) --Jennifer Lindsay

My Personal Review:
*wife here* I bought this book for our daughter when she was about 3-4 yrs old and kept it because it was her favorite for years. Now I read it to my son (2) and daughter sits in and she is 8. Its a dear book that does help with colors and counting but more important it fills their dreams with soothing images after a day of excitement and adventure. (daughter use to tell me she dreamed of butterflies sometimes after reading that to her at night) I think this is a must have for all families with young children. Im sure Ill be reading it to MY grandchildren.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Good Night, Sweet Butterflies: A Color Dreamland - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!